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1. Introduction
Self-dual codes are an important class of codes. They have been studied over a wide variety of
rings, including ﬁnite ﬁelds, Galois rings, chain rings, and principal ideal rings (see [5–7,9,12,16–18]).
See [23] for a complete description of codes over ﬁnite ﬁelds and Zm . Self-dual codes over rings have
been shown to have many interesting connections to invariant theory, lattice theory and the theory
of modular forms, see [21] for example. In this paper, we shall generalize these codes over ﬁnite
commutative Frobenius rings and give evidence that this is the most broadly deﬁned class of codes
for which the generalization is natural.
Beginning with the realization that several important binary codes were the images of Z4 linear
codes (see [13,22]), the study of codes over rings has become an increasingly important area in coding
theory. Many of the results of coding theory have been extended to codes over Zm , Galois rings,
chain rings, and principal ideal rings. For example, many of the bounds for minimum weights have
been shown to have parallels for codes over a wide classes of rings. It has been shown in a series
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rings for which the full power of the theory of codes applies. See [24,25] for a complete description
and a bibliography of these papers. Speciﬁcally, it has been shown that both MacWilliams theorems
apply for codes over Frobenius rings and do not hold for larger classes of rings. As these two results
are fundamental results of coding theory it has been proposed that this is the largest class of rings
for which codes over rings should be studied. The preceding statement implicitly assumes that the
coding alphabet used is the ring itself. More generally, one may use a module over the ring as the
alphabet. In particular, if one uses the character module Hom(R,C∗) as the alphabet, then the two
MacWilliams theorems hold over any ﬁnite ring R [10]. Additional information on which alphabets
result in MacWilliams theorems may be found in [25].
Returning to the context of this paper, where the coding alphabet is the ring itself, the ﬁrst
MacWilliams theorem generalizes to the following (see [24,25]):
(A) If R is a ﬁnite Frobenius ring and C is a linear code, then every Hamming isometry C → Rn can
be extended to a monomial transformation.
(B) If a ﬁnite commutative ring R satisﬁes that all of its Hamming isometries between linear codes
allow for monomial extensions, then R is a Frobenius ring.
We note that item (B) is also true in the non-commutative case, as shown by Wood in [26].
This followed earlier work of Greferath and Schmidt in [11], where they provided an example that
showed that the MacWilliams extension theorem does not hold in general for codes over Quasi-
Frobenius rings. See also the papers by Dinh and Lopez-Permouth [2,3] for a discussion of this
theorem.
The second MacWilliams theorem generalizes that the complete weight enumerator of the dual
code can be uniquely determined by the complete weight enumerator of the code [24]. As corollaries,
MacWilliams relations for the Hamming weight enumerator and various other weight enumerators
follow.
Because of these results we shall restrict our attention to codes over Frobenius rings. Moreover we
shall show by example how the very notion of a self-dual code is altered when studying codes over
non-Frobenius rings.
On the other hand, it is also natural to extend the notion of ‘self-dual’ codes over large rings other
than ﬁnite ﬁelds theoretically and practically (see [21] for example). As far as we know, little is known
about self-dual codes over ﬁnite commutative Frobenius rings.
In this paper, we prove that self-dual codes exist over all ﬁnite commutative Frobenius rings, via
their decomposition by the Chinese Remainder Theorem into local rings. We construct non-free self-
dual codes under some conditions, using self-dual codes over ﬁnite ﬁelds, and we also construct free
self-dual codes by lifting elements from the base ﬁnite ﬁeld. We generalize the building-up construc-
tion for ﬁnite commutative Frobenius rings, showing that all self-dual codes with minimum weight
greater than 2 can be obtained in this manner in cases where the construction applies.
2. Rings
We assume that all rings in this paper are ﬁnite and commutative with identity. For all unex-
plained terminology and more detailed explanations we refer to [19] (related to algebra) and to [20]
(related to ﬁnite rings).
We begin with some deﬁnitions for codes over rings.
Let R be a ﬁnite ring. A code is a subset of Rn and a linear code over R is an R-submodule of Rn .
In this case we say that the code has length n. We attach the usual inner product to the ambient
space, that is [v,w] =∑ viwi for v = (v1, . . . , vn) and w = (w1, . . . ,wn), and deﬁne the orthogonal
to be C⊥ = {w ∈ Rn | [w,v] = 0 for all v ∈ C}. We say that a code is self-orthogonal if C ⊆ C⊥ and self-
dual if C = C⊥. The Hamming weight of a vector from Rn is the number of non-zero coordinates in
that vector and the minimum weight is the smallest of all non-zero weights in a code. A code C ⊂ Rn
over R is called a free code if C is a free R-module, that is, C is isomorphic to the R-module Rk for
some k.
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commutative rings these concepts are different: every Frobenius ring is quasi-Frobenius, but not
conversely. In the commutative case, the two notions coincide (see [24, Theorem 1.2 and Remark 1.3]).
Namely, if R is a ﬁnite commutative ring, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) R is Frobenius;
(ii) R is quasi-Frobenius;
(iii) The R-module R is injective.
If R is a ﬁnite local ring with maximal ideal m and residue ﬁeld k, these conditions are equivalent
with
(iv) dimk Ann(m) = 1.
Remark. Note that condition (iv) gives immediately that if (R,m,k) is a ﬁnite local ring, the code
m of length 1 satisﬁes |m||m⊥| = |R|, since this relation is equivalent to |Ann(m)| = |k|. If R is not
Frobenius, then |m||m⊥| is not necessarily equal to |R| even if m is a self-dual code, as the following
example illustrates.
Example 1. Let R = F2[X, Y ]/(X2, Y 2, XY ) = F2[x, y], where x2 = y2 = xy = 0. This ring has 8 el-
ements: 0,1, x, y,1 + x,1 + y, x + y,1 + x + y. The maximal ideal is m = {0, x, y, x + y}. We have
that dimk Ann(m) = 2 violating condition (iv) above, giving that the ring is not Frobenius. We have
m⊥ = m = {0, x, y, x+ y}. So m is a self-dual code of length 1. But |m||m⊥| = |R|.
Note that the previous example may also be viewed as a failure of the double annihilator relation:
(C⊥)⊥ = C . Take C = (x). Then C⊥ = (C⊥)⊥ = m. The double annihilator relation holds for all linear
codes in Rn if and only if R is quasi-Frobenius. If R is quasi-Frobenius but not Frobenius (necessarily
non-commutative), then there exist codes for which |C ||C⊥| = |R|n , see [25]. It is precisely because of
this kind of example that we are mainly interested in (ﬁnite) Frobenius rings.
If a is an ideal of a ﬁnite ring, then the chain a ⊃ a2 ⊃ a3 ⊃ · · · stabilizes. The smallest t  1 such
that at = at+1 = · · · is called the index of stability of a. If a is nilpotent, then the smallest t  1 such
that at = 0 is called the index of nilpotency of a (or nilpotency index of a) and it is then the same as the
index of stability of a.
Note that if R is local with maximal ideal m and its index of stability t , then we necessarily have
mt = mt+1 = · · · = 0 (follows from the Nakayama lemma [19]).
Thus in the case of ﬁnite local rings, the index of stability of m is in fact the index of nilpotency
of m.
On the other side, if R has at least two maximal ideals, then for any maximal ideal m and its
index of stability t , mt = mt+1 = · · · = 0. Otherwise, if n = m is another maximal ideal, we would have
n ⊃ (0) = mt , hence n ⊃ m, a contradiction.
Let R be a ring, a an ideal of R . Denote by Ψa : R → R/a the canonical homomorphism x 
→ x+ a.
If n is a ﬁxed positive integer, we will also denote by Ψa : Rn → (R/a)n the canonical R-linear map
(x1, . . . , xn) 
→ (x1 + a, . . . , xn + a).
Let R be a ﬁnite ring, m1, . . . ,mk the maximal ideals of R , e1, . . . , ek their indices of stability. Then
the ideals me11 , . . . ,m
ek
k are relatively prime in pairs and
∏k
i=1 m
ei
i =
⋂k
i=1 m
ei
i = {0}. By the ring ver-
sion of the Chinese Remainder Theorem, the canonical ring homomorphism Ψ : R → ∏ki=1 R/meii ,
deﬁned by x 
→ (x + me11 , . . . , x + mekk ), is an isomorphism. Denote the local rings R/meii by Ri
(i = 1, . . . ,k). The maximal ideal mi/meii of Ri has nilpotency index ei . Note that R is Frobenius if
and only if each Ri is Frobenius [24, Remark 1.3]. For a code C ⊂ Rn over R and the maximal ideal mi
of R , the mi -projection of C is deﬁned by
C(mi) = Ψmei (C)i
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m
ei
i
: Rn → Rni is the canonical map. We denote by Ψ : Rn →
∏k
i=1 Rni the map deﬁned by
Ψ (v) = (Ψ
m
e1
1
(v), . . . ,Ψ
m
ek
k
(v)
)
for v ∈ Rn . By the module version of the Chinese Remainder Theorem, the map Ψ is an R-module
isomorphism and
C ∼= C(m1) × · · · × C(mk).
Conversely, given codes Ci of length n over Ri (i = 1, . . . ,k), we deﬁne the code C = CRT(C1, . . . ,Ck)
of length n over R in the following way:
C = {Ψ −1(v1, . . . ,vk): vi ∈ Ci (i = 1, . . . ,k)}
= {v ∈ Rn: Ψ
m
ei
i
(v) ∈ Ci (i = 1, . . . ,k)
}
.
Then C(mi) = Ci (i = 1, . . . ,k). The code C = CRT(C1, . . . ,Ck) is called the Chinese product of the
codes Ci .
As a particular case of the above discussion (and with the above notation) we have the follow-
ing.
Theorem 2.1. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius ring and n be a positive integer. Then
Rn = CRT(Rn1, Rn2, . . . , Rnk),
where each Ri is a local Frobenius ring.
A code over R is said to be of free rank k if it is isomorphic to Rk . Again using the above notation,
we have the following.
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a ﬁnite ring with the local rings Ri for 1 i  k. Let Ci be a code of length n over Ri for
1 i  k, and let C = CRT(C1,C2, . . . ,Ck). Then
(i) |C | =∏ki=1 |Ci |;
(ii) C is a free code if and only if each Ci is a free code of the same free rank.
Proof. See Corollary 2.5 of [6]. 
Notice that if two codes are free but not of the same free rank, then the cardinality of their image
under CRT is not that of a free code. For example, the Chinese product of a free code of rank 1 over
Z2 and a free code of rank 2 over Z3 has cardinality 2132 which is not 6k for any integer k.
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius ring with a local Frobenius ring Ri for 1 i  k. If Ci is a self-dual
code over Ri , then C = CRT(C1,C2, . . . ,Ck) is a self-dual code over R.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 we have that |C |2 = |R|n if |Ci |2 = |Ri |n for all i. It is clear that C is self-
orthogonal if and only if Ci is self-orthogonal for all i. 
A similar result for codes over Zm was given in [5].
Let R be a ﬁnite local ring with maximal ideal m and nilpotency index e. For each i=0,1, . . . , e−1,
we ﬁx elements ci0, c
i
1, . . . , c
i
s of the ring R such that m
i/mi+1 = {ci0 +mi+1, ci1 +mi+1, . . . , cis +mi+1}.i i
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pick other possible labelings but we ﬁx this particular labeling. Moreover, we ﬁx this labeling for the
remainder of the paper.
The following lemma can be found in [8].
Lemma 2.4. Let R be a ﬁnite local ring with maximal ideal m. Assume the labeling of the cosets in
mi/mi+1 given above. Then for any r ∈ R, there exist unique α0,α1, . . . ,αe−1 such that αi ∈ {ci0, ci1, . . . , cisi },
i = 0,1, . . . , e − 1, and r =∑e−1i=0 αi .
Corollary 2.5. Let R be a ﬁnite local ring with maximal ideal m with nilpotency index e. Then the set of
invertible elements of R is
R∗ = {α0 + α1 + · · · + αe−1 ∈ R | α0 /∈ m}.
Remark 2.6. Let R be a ﬁnite local ring with maximal ideal m with nilpotency index e. Then it is clear
that for any 0 = r ∈ R , there exists a unique 0 i  e − 1 such that r ∈ mi \ mi+1.
The following is well known (see [14] for example).
Lemma 2.7.
(i) Let Fq be a ﬁnite ﬁeld with q elements. Then −1 is a square in Fq if and only if q ≡ 1 (mod 4) or q is even.
(ii) Let q be a power of an odd prime with q ≡ 3 (mod 4). Then there exist α and β in F∗q such that
α2 + β2 + 1 = 0 in Fq, where F∗q denotes the set of units of Fq.
3. Self-dual codes
We know from [24] that any code over a Frobenius ring R has |C ||C⊥| = |R|n . Hence for a self-dual
code C over R , we have |C |2 = |R|n . This implies that if a self-dual code of length 1 exists, then |R| is
a square. It also implies the following.
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius ring. If |R| is not a square and C is a self-dual code over R of length n,
then n must be even.
Proof. We have |C | = |R| n2 which implies that n is even when |R| is not a square. 
Lemma 3.2. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius ring. Let C be a self-dual code of length n over R and D be a self-dual
code of length m over R. Then the direct product C × D is a self-dual code of length n +m over R.
Proof. Let v,w,v′,w′ ∈ C × D . Then
[
(v,w),
(
v ′,w ′
)]= [v, v ′]+ [w,w ′]= 0+ 0 = 0.
This implies that C × D is self-orthogonal. We have that |C × D| = |C | · |D|. Since C and D are both
self-dual codes, this implies that
|C | = |R| n2 , |D| = |R|m2 .
Hence we have that
|C × D| = |R| n2 · |R|m2 = |R| n+m2 .
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|C × D| · ∣∣(C × D)⊥∣∣= |R|m+n.
This implies that |(C × D)⊥| = |R| n+m2 . Therefore (C × D)⊥ = C × D . This gives that C × D is self-
dual. 
It is also clear that if C and D are free codes then C × D is a free code.
The next several results will be for Frobenius local rings with the property that (mi)⊥ = me−i for
i = 1, . . . , e. This covers a large class of rings including chain rings.
Theorem 3.3. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius local ring with maximal ideal m and nilpotency index e with the
property that (mi)⊥ = me−i for i = 1, . . . , e. If e is even, then there is a self-dual code of length 1.
Proof. Suppose e = 2s, where s is a positive integer. Then we have that
(
ms
)⊥ = m2s−s = ms.
Thus ms is a self-dual code of length 1. 
We note that the code in the above theorem is not free, since C = ms = R when s  1. We also
know from the above theorem that if e is even then |R| must be a square.
Corollary 3.4. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius local ring with maximal ideal m and nilpotency index e with the
property that (mi)⊥ = me−i for i = 1, . . . , e. If e is even, then there are self-dual codes over R of all lengths.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.2. 
In the next few results we shall show how to construct self-dual codes over Frobenius local rings
using self-dual codes over the base ﬁnite ﬁeld.
Theorem 3.5. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius local ring with maximal idealmwith the property that (mi)⊥ = me−i
for i = 1, . . . , e. If |R/m| ≡ 1 (mod 4) or even, then there exists a self-dual code of length 2 over R that is not
free.
Proof. We can assume e, the nilpotency index of m, is odd since if it were even we would have a
self-dual code of length 2 from Corollary 3.4. Since |R/m| ≡ 1 (mod 4) or even, there exists (1,α)
which generates a self-dual code of length 2 over R/m by Lemma 2.7(i).
Let
A = {(a,aα) ∣∣ a ∈ m e−12 }.
Then
[
(a1,a1α), (a2,a2α)
]= a1a2 + a1a2α2 = a1a2(1+ α2).
We know that 1+ α2 ∈ m and a1a2 ∈ m e−12 m e−12 = me−1. Then we have a1a2 + a1a2α2 ∈ me and then
a1a2 + a1a2α2 = 0. Therefore A is self-orthogonal and obviously linear with |A| = |m e−12 |.
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We know |B| = |m e−12 +1|.
We know B ⊆ B⊥ since b ∈ m e−12 +1 = m e+12 ⊂ m e−12 so that b2 = 0. Let C = 〈A, B〉. The code C is
self-orthogonal since [(a,aα), (0,b)] = abα and ab = 0.
Next assume (a,aα + b) = (a′,a′α + b′). Then we have a = a′ by equating the ﬁrst coordinate and
then aα+b = aα+b′ . By equating the second coordinate we have b = b′ . This gives that |C | = |A||B| =
|m e−12 ||m e−12 +1| = |m e−12 ||m e+12 | = |R|, by the assumption of the theorem and the fact that the product
of the cardinality of a code and the cardinality of its orthogonal is the cardinality of the ambient
space. Then C is a self-dual code. 
Corollary 3.6. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius local ring with maximal idealmwith the property that (mi)⊥ = me−i
for i = 1, . . . , e. If |R/m| ≡ 1 (mod 4) or even, then there exist self-dual codes over R of all even lengths that
are not free.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.2. 
Theorem 3.7. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius local ring with maximal idealmwith the property that (mi)⊥ = me−i
for i = 1, . . . , e. If |R/m| ≡ 3 (mod 4), then there exists a self-dual code of length 4 over R that is not free.
Proof. We can assume e, the nilpotency index of m, is odd since if it were even we would have a self-
dual code of length 4 from Corollary 3.4. Since R/m is a ﬁeld whose size is congruent to 3 (mod 4),
there exists (1,0,α,β) which generates a self-orthogonal code of length 4 over R/m by Lemma 2.7(ii).
Let
A = {(a,b,aα − bβ,aβ + bα) ∣∣ a,b ∈ m(e−1)/2},
B = {(0,0, c,d) ∣∣ c,d ∈ m(e+1)/2}.
We see that |A| = |m e−12 |2 and that A is self-orthogonal. Similarly B is self-orthogonal with
|B| = |m e+12 |2. We let C = 〈A, B〉 = A ⊕ B. Then the remainder of the proof parallels the proof of
Theorem 3.5. 
We note that the code obtained in the above theorem is not free.
Corollary 3.8. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius local ring with maximal idealmwith the property that (mi)⊥ = me−i
for i = 1, . . . , e. If |R/m| ≡ 3 (mod 4), then there exist self-dual codes over R of all even lengths divisible by 4.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.2. 
Theorem 3.9. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius ring with maximal ideals m1, . . . ,mk whose indices of stability are
e1, . . . , ek with the property that (m
i
j)
⊥ = me j−ij in Ri = R/m
e j
j for i = 1, . . . , e j , and the corresponding
residue ﬁelds are F1, . . . ,Fk. Then the following results hold.
(i) If ei is even for all i, then there exist self-dual codes over R of all lengths;
(ii) If for each i either the index of stability of mi is even or |Fi | ≡ 1 (mod 4) or even, then there exist self-dual
codes over R of all even lengths;
(iii) If |Fi | ≡ 3 (mod 4) for some i, then there exist self-dual codes over R of all lengths a multiple of 4.
Proof. Decompose R by Theorem 2.1 into local rings so that R = CRT(R1, R2, . . . , Rk). If each Ri has
maximal ideals with even nilpotency index ei , then there is a self-dual code over Ri of length 1 by
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Lemma 3.2 gives that there are self-dual codes of all lengths, proving part (i).
If for a given i the ring Ri has a maximal ideal with even nilpotency index ei , then there is a
self-dual code of length 2 over Ri by part (i). If |Fi | is even or congruent to 1 (mod 4), then there is
a self-dual code of length 2 over R by Theorem 3.5. Thus by applying Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.2
we know that there self-dual codes over R of all even lengths, proving part (ii).
For those i such that |Fi | is congruent to 3 (mod 4), there is a self-dual code over Ri of length 4 by
Theorem 3.7. On the other hand, over all other Ri there exist self-dual codes of length 2 by part (ii).
Thus there is a self-dual code over R of length 4 by Theorem 2.3. Then applying Lemma 3.2 gives that
there are self-dual codes of all lengths a multiple of 4. This proves part (iii). 
Remark 3.10. Notice that the code constructed in Theorem 3.5 is not a free code. There can however
be self-dual codes of length 2 that are free. For example, if R is a ring with an element α with
α2 = −1, then there is a free self-dual code of length 2. Simply let C = {(a,aα) | a ∈ R}. Then the
code is clearly self-orthogonal with cardinality |R|. We show in the following that there exists α ∈ R
such that α2 = −1, where R is a local ring with |R/m| ≡ 1 (mod 4). This gives that free self-dual
codes exist over some ﬁnite local rings.
4. Existence of free self-dual codes over local rings
Let R be a ﬁnite local ring with unique maximal ideal m and nilpotency index e. Let R/m = F,
where |F| = q with characteristic p. The chain of inclusions
0 = me ⊂ me−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ m2 ⊂ m ⊂ m0 = R
induces a chain of surjective ring homomorphisms
R = R/me → R/me−1 → ·· · → R/m2 → R/m → R/m0 = 0.
For each i,0 i  e − 1, the surjective ring homomorphism above is given in the following
ηi : R/mi+1 → R/mi, r + mi+1 
→ r + mi . (1)
In the next few results we shall use this surjective ring homomorphism to show how to lift ele-
ments from the base ﬁnite ﬁeld to construct free self-dual codes.
We give an explicit construction in the following lemma similar to Hensel’s Lemma (see [20, The-
orem XIII.4] for example).
Lemma 4.1. Assume the notations given above. Let R be a ﬁnite local ring with maximal idealm such that R/m
is a ﬁeld of characteristic p, an odd prime. If there exists an element a ∈ R/mi satisfying a2 = −1, then there
exists an element a′ ∈ R/mi+1 with a′2 = −1, where 1 i  e − 1.
Proof. Let a ∈ R/mi satisfy a2 = −1 and suppose a = r + mi . Then r2 = −1+ β for some β ∈ mi . Any
preimage a′ ∈ R/mi+1 of a under ηi has the form a′ = r′ + mi+1, where r′ = r + α for some α ∈ mi .
We will show that we can select α ∈ mi so that a′2 = −1. We have that
a′2 = r′2 + mi+1
= r2 + 2rα + α2 + mi+1
= r2 + 2rα + mi+1
= −1+ β + 2rα + mi+1.
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so that β ≡ −2rα (mod mi+1). In fact, we show that we can select α so that precisely β = −2rα.
Since 2 is relatively prime to p, the element 2 is a unit in R . Since r2 ≡ −1 (mod mi), r is a unit
in R . (Otherwise, r ∈ m, hence r2 − β ∈ m, i.e., −1 ∈ m, a contradiction.) Now let α = −β(2r)−1. Then
α ∈ mi and β = −2rα. Hence a′2 = −1 in R/mi+1. 
Corollary 4.2. Let R be a ﬁnite local ring with maximal idealm such that |R/m| ≡ 1 (mod 4). Then there exists
an a ∈ R with a2 = −1.
Proof. We know that there exists a b ∈ R/m such that b2 = −1 by Lemma 2.7(i). By Lemma 4.1, we
know that for each 1 i  e − 1 there exists an element b′ ∈ R/mi+1 such that b′2 = −1. Hence by
induction we know that there exists an element a ∈ R/me = R such that a2 = −1. 
We note that the above lemma may not be true if p is not odd. The following is a counter example.
Example 2. Let R = Z4[x]/〈x2〉 = {a + bx + 〈x2〉 | a,b ∈ Z4}, we know that (see [8]) R is a ﬁnite local
ring, and its maximal ideal is m = 〈2, x〉 = 〈2〉 + 〈x〉 = {2a + bx | a,b ∈ Z4}. The 16 elements in R are
as follows:
{0,1,2,3, x,2x,3x,1+ x,2+ x,3+ x,1+ 2x,2+ 2x,3+ 2x,1+ 3x,2+ 3x,3+ 3x}.
We know that the characteristic of R/m is 2 and −1 = 3 ∈ R . It is easy to see that there is no element
c ∈ R such that c2 = 3, since we have that
12 = 32 = (1+ 2x)2 = (3+ 2x)2 = 1;
(1+ x)2 = (1+ 3x)2 = (3+ x)2 = (3+ 3x)2 = 1+ 2x;
02 = 22 = x2 = (2x)2 = (3x)2 = (2+ x)2 = (2+ 2x)2 = (2+ 3x)2 = 0.
Theorem 4.3. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius local ring with maximal ideal m such that |R/m| ≡ 1 (mod 4). Then
there exist free self-dual codes over R of all even lengths.
Proof. By Corollary 4.2, we know that there exists an element a ∈ R such that a2 = −1. Let C be a
code generated by (1,a). Then |C | = |R|, C is free, and C is self-orthogonal. We know that
|C | · ∣∣C⊥∣∣= |R|2,
since R is a Frobenius ring. This implies that |C⊥| = |R|, and so C is a self-dual code of length 2. By
Lemma 3.2, the direct product of this code with itself gives self-dual codes of all even lengths. 
Lemma 4.4. Let R be a ﬁnite local ring with maximal ideal m such that |R/m| is odd. If there exist a,b ∈ R/mi
such that a2 + b2 = −1, then there exist a′,b′ ∈ R/mi+1 such that a′2 + b′2 = −1, where 1 i  e − 1.
Proof. Let a = r1 + mi and b = r2 + mi be two elements of R/mi such that a2 + b2 = −1. Then
r21 + r22 = −1 + γ for some γ ∈ mi . Let a′ = r′1 + mi+1 (respectively b′ = r′2 + mi+1) be a preimage
of a (respectively b) under the map ηi given in Eq. (1). Then r′1 = r1 + α1 and r′2 = r2 + α2 for some
α1,α2 ∈ mi . We will show that we can select α1,α2 ∈ mi so that a′2 + b′2 = −1. We have that
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= r′21 + r′22 + mi+1
= (r1 + α1)2 + (r2 + α2)2 + mi+1
= r21 + r22 + 2r1α1 + 2r2α2 + mi+1
= −1+ γ + 2r1α1 + 2r2α2 + mi+1.
We want to show that we can select α1,α2 ∈ mi so that −1 + γ + 2r1α1 + 2r2α2 ≡ −1 (mod mi+1),
or, equivalently, that γ ≡ −2r1α1 − 2r2α2 (mod mi+1). In fact, we show that we can select α1,α2 so
that precisely γ = −2r1α1 − 2r2α2. Since |R/m| is odd, the element 2 is a unit in R . Also at least one
of r1, r2 is a unit in R . (Otherwise, r1, r2 ∈ m, hence r21 + r22 − γ ∈ m, i.e., −1 ∈ m, a contradiction.)
Say r1 is a unit. Now let α1 = −γ (2r1)−1, α2 = 0. Then α1,α2 ∈ mi and γ = −2r1α1 − 2r2α2. Hence
a′2 + b′2 = −1 in R/mi+1. 
Lemma 4.5. Let R be a ﬁnite local ring with maximal ideal m such that |R/m| ≡ 3 (mod 4). Then there exist
α,β ∈ R with α2 + β2 = −1.
Proof. We know that if |R/m| ≡ 3 (mod 4), then there exist α′, β ′ ∈ R/m such that α′2 + β ′2 = −1
by Lemma 2.7(ii). Then using Lemma 4.4 and induction on i, we know that there exist α,β ∈ R such
that α2 + β2 = −1. 
Theorem 4.6. Let R be a ﬁnite local ring with maximal ideal m such that |R/m| ≡ 3 (mod 4). Then there exist
self-dual codes over R of all lengths a multiple of 4.
Proof. Let α,β be elements of R such that α2 +β2 = −1 by Lemma 4.5. Then it is easy to check that
the code generated by
(
1 0 α β
0 1 −β α
)
is a self-dual code over R of length 4. The direct product of this code with itself gives self-dual codes
of all lengths a multiple of 4. 
We summarize the above results as follows.
Theorem 4.7. Let R be a ﬁnite local ring with the unique maximal ideal m and the nilpotency index e. Then
(i) If |R/m| ≡ 1 (mod 4), then there exist free self-dual codes over R of all even lengths.
(ii) If |R/m| ≡ 3 (mod 4), then there exist free self-dual codes over R of all lengths a multiple of 4.
Corollary 4.8. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius ring whose residue ﬁelds (with respect to the maximal ideals) are
F1, . . . ,Fk. Then
(i) If for each i, |Fi | ≡ 1 (mod 4), then there exist free self-dual codes over R of all even lengths.
(ii) If for each i, |Fi | ≡ 1 or 3 (mod 4), then there exist free self-dual codes over R of all lengths congruent to
0 (mod 4).
Proof. Simply apply Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 2.3. 
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A general construction, called the building-up construction, for self-dual codes over ﬁnite
ﬁelds [15,1,4], Galois rings [16], and chain rings [7] was considered when the code length is even. In
this section, we show that the same construction is also valid over a ﬁnite commutative Frobenius
ring as well as over a ﬁnite local ring.
Lemma 5.1. The Frobenius ring R = CRT(R1, R2, . . . , Rk) has an element α with α2 = −1 if and only if the
local rings Ri have αi with α2i = −1 for 1 i  k.
Proof. If αi ∈ Ri with α2i = −1 then α = CRT(α1,α2, . . . ,αk) satisﬁes α2 = −1.
If α ∈ R with α2 = −1 then Ψi(α) has Ψi(α)2 = Ψi(α2) = Ψi(−1) = −1. 
Theorem 5.2. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius ring with the property that there exists c ∈ R such that c2 = −1. Let
G = (ri) be a generator matrix of a self-dual code C over R of even length n, where ri are the row vectors of the
matrix G respectively for 1 i  k. Let x= (x1, . . . , xn) be a vector in Rn such that [x,x] = −1 in R. Suppose
yi = [x, ri] for 1 i  k. Then the following matrix
G˜ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 x
−y1 cy1 r1
...
...
...
−yk cyk rk
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
generates a self-dual code C˜ over R of length n + 2.
Proof. Its proof is a direct generalization of the corresponding proof in [16]. 
A partial converse of the above theorem works as follows.
Theorem 5.3. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius ring. If there is a c ∈ R such that c2 + 1 = 0, then any self-dual code
C˜ over R with free rank (C˜) 2, even length n 4, and minimum Hamming weight d > 2, can be constructed
from some self-dual code C over R of length n− 2 by the construction method in Theorem 5.2.
Proof. Its proof is a direct generalization of the corresponding proof in [16]. 
Lemma 5.4. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius ring whose residue ﬁelds (with respect to the maximal ideals) are
F1, . . . ,Fk with odd characteristics. Then there exist α,β ∈ R with α2 + β2 = −1.
Proof. We ﬁrst show that there exist αi, βi in each Ri with α2 + β2 = −1. For each i where |Fi | ≡
1 (mod 4), there exists αi ∈ Ri with α2i = −1 by Corollary 4.2, giving α2i + 02 = −1. For each i where
|Fi | ≡ 3 (mod 4), there exist αi, βi ∈ Ri with α2i +β2i = −1 by Lemma 4.5. Let α = CRT(α1,α2, . . . ,αk)
and β = CRT(β1, β2, . . . , βk). Then α2 + β2 = −1 with α,β ∈ R. 
Recently it was shown [17] that a building-up construction holds for any self-dual code over a
ﬁnite chain ring with |F| ≡ 3 (mod 4). We show below that this is true over a ﬁnite commutative
Frobenius ring. Its proof is exactly the same as that of [17]. We note from the last part of the proof
of Lemma 5.4 that at least one of α,β is a unit. In general, Theorem 5.5 below will hold for any α
and β in R such that α2 + β2 + 1 = 0 in R . However we only consider the condition that both α and
β are units since the proof of Theorem 5.6 needs that condition.
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in R. Let G = (ri) be a generator matrix (not necessarily in standard form) of a self-dual code C over R of
length 2n, where ri are the row vectors for 1 i  k with positive some integer k. Let x1 and x2 be vectors in
R2n such that [x1,x2] = 0 in R and [xi,xi] = −1 in R for each i = 1,2. For each i, 1 i  k, let si := x1 · ri ,
ti := x2 · ri , and yi := (−si,−ti,−αsi − βti,−βsi + αti) be a vector of length 4. Then the following matrix
G˜ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0 x1
0 1 0 0 x2
y1 r1
...
...
yk rk
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
generates a self-dual code C over R of length 2n + 4.
Proof. Its proof is a direct generalization of the corresponding proof in [17]. 
When we restrict to ﬁnite local Frobenius rings, just like Theorem 5.3, we have a partial converse
of the above theorem. Its proof is similar to one in [17], where only chain rings were considered. We
conjecture that the below theorem can be extended to any ﬁnite Frobenius ring.
Theorem 5.6. Let R be a ﬁnite Frobenius local ring, where there exist α and β in R∗ such that α2 +β2 +1 = 0
in R. Any self-dual code C˜ over R with free rank C˜  2, length 2n with even n  4, and minimum weight
d > 4 is obtained from some self-dual code C over R of length 2n − 4 (up to permutation equivalence) by the
construction method given in Theorem 5.5.
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